Tokyo-Tama
Yuzu Warabi

Tokyo-Tama
Yuzu Monaka
By Ginza kazuya

This confectionary carries
everyone’s dreams and
thoughts throughout the world.
We produced Japanese confectionary featuring yuzu from
the Tokyo Tama region, in conjunction with yuzu farmers who strive
to protect traditional agriculture derived from their ancestors.
The main ingredient is 'Sawai Yuzu' from Ōme city that has a fresh, exquisite citrus scent.
The yuzu flavor goes surprisingly well with the crispy shell of monaka and the chewy,
jelly like texture of warabi mochi. Keep chilled until ready to serve.

Persons with disabilities (PWD) from Tama Kusamura no Kai
participated in production processes and procedures.
Yuzu is carefully chopped and made into jam for the confectionary.
Through this project, we support PWD who are willing to be a part of society.
＊Tama Kusamura no Kai is a non-profit organization that assists PWD in achieving
the greatest degree of independence and community integration.

By Ginza kazuya

Supported by Tokyo Metropolitan Small and Medium Enterprise Support Center

Beyond Disability, Race and Borders - We are one.

Tokyo Tama World Project by Ginza Kazuya
We launched Tokyo Tama World Project with the hope of making people happy through this
confectionary. We interviewed people who are directly involved with the project and those who
strive to achieve goals in their own way. Their attitudes towards work and life are inspiring, and we
are proud of introducing these Tama citizens to the world.

www.tokyo-tama.jp
The website is available in four languages (Japanese, English, Chinese and Korean).
You can google 'Tokyo Tama World Project' to find our website.

A message from a tiny Japanese confectionary store to the world.
Ginza Kazuya is a tiny confectionary store. The former Japanese chef strives to produce his original
Japanese confectionary by bringing out the flavor of ingredients. ‘ Tama Yuzu Monaka ’ and
‘ Tama Yuzu Warabi ’ turn out to be the products that carries everyone’s dream and thoughts
throughout the world. Our hope is to build a future where everyone works together with a smile
despite all the differences that we have, such as language, skin color and culture.
We believe that this is the first step to achieve that goal.

Tama Yuzu Warabi

Tama Yuzu Monaka

Enjoy the rich flavor of yuzu and
unique texture of Warabi Mochi.

Our original jam infused with the fresh flavor
of yuzu goes well with the crispy shell of monaka.

Sold by Ginza Kazuya

1F Matsui Building , 1-6-8 Yurakucho, Chioyda-ku, Tokyo

www.tokyo-tama.jp

